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Boaters must use “line of 

sight” to navigate safely

Navigation markers are very 

easy to see during the day 

even with background 

distractions



Illuminated Navigation AidsIlluminated Navigation Aids

Illuminated aids have 

small green, yellow or 

red lights on top of buoys

Effective at night without 

light pollution

Ineffective at night 

against light pollution



DaymarkDaymark Navigation AidsNavigation Aids
Reflective surfaces visually effective under normal 

daylight or nightsky conditions 

Ineffective against background glare of shoreline lights 

or in light polluted environment



Approaching Inlet at Night

Where are  the Markers?  Jetties?  Sandbar?

At Night, At Night, ““Line of SightLine of Sight”” is Extremely Difficult Because of Light is Extremely Difficult Because of Light 

Pollution Pollution 



Navigating the Harbor at Night

Find the channel markers

Where is the Waterway NavigatorWhere is the Waterway Navigator’’s Line of Sight?s Line of Sight?



Where is the BoaterWhere is the Boater’’s Line of Sight?s Line of Sight?

Locate the Channel Markers at Night

No light pollution

“well, some”

Light pollution

Compare light polluted vs. non-light polluted settings



Night Fog Greatly 

Reduces “Line of Sight”

Navigation

Boating Safety Risks 

Increases



Boating Safety ConflictBoating Safety Conflict

�� Boaters navigating at night are experiencing difficulty navigatiBoaters navigating at night are experiencing difficulty navigating the ng the 
waterways.waterways.

�� Shoreline lighting practices are impairing boat operators visualShoreline lighting practices are impairing boat operators visual
access to standard night navigation aids (e.g, illuminated buoysaccess to standard night navigation aids (e.g, illuminated buoys, , 
daymarksdaymarks). ). 

�� Boat operator fatigue, groundings and boating accidents occur asBoat operator fatigue, groundings and boating accidents occur as a a 
result.result.

�� Strong public demand for safer boating through shoreline light Strong public demand for safer boating through shoreline light 
pollution control.pollution control.





Description of Problem:  Description of Problem:  

Shoreline LightingShoreline Lighting

�� Universal night navigation aids are red, green and yellow. Universal night navigation aids are red, green and yellow. 

�� Navigation aids are lowly illuminated but highly effective underNavigation aids are lowly illuminated but highly effective under starlit starlit 
conditions.conditions.

�� Unshielded shoreline mercury, sodium and halide lights lights frUnshielded shoreline mercury, sodium and halide lights lights from om 
government, business, industrial and residential properties are government, business, industrial and residential properties are 
trespassing onto the waterways.trespassing onto the waterways.

�� The background glare and clutter from unshielded shoreline lightThe background glare and clutter from unshielded shoreline lights s 
makes it difficult for boaters to maintain a makes it difficult for boaters to maintain a ““visual fixvisual fix”” or or ““line of sightline of sight””
on the navigation aids.on the navigation aids.



Description of Problem:  Description of Problem:  

Shoreline LightingShoreline Lighting

�� Water surface reflections magnify light pollution Water surface reflections magnify light pollution 
problems.problems.

�� Light pollution causes unsafe approach to and under Light pollution causes unsafe approach to and under 
bridges where shadowing causes involuntary eye bridges where shadowing causes involuntary eye 
adjustments, raising the risk of collision or grounding.adjustments, raising the risk of collision or grounding.

�� Impeded boater vision contributes to fatigue and Impeded boater vision contributes to fatigue and 
disorientation.   Groundings and accidents occur as a disorientation.   Groundings and accidents occur as a 
result.result.



Issue Resolution Issue Resolution 

ConfusionConfusion
�� The illuminated universal navigation aids are supposed to be theThe illuminated universal navigation aids are supposed to be the most illuminated most illuminated 

markers on the waterway. markers on the waterway. 

�� USCG, state and local marine police all agree that shoreline ligUSCG, state and local marine police all agree that shoreline light pollution is a ht pollution is a 

safety nuisance to night navigation and safe boating.safety nuisance to night navigation and safe boating.

�� All agencies claim the resolution responsibility belongs to the All agencies claim the resolution responsibility belongs to the other agencyother agency

�� Federal waters  = navigation responsibility.  Federal waters  = navigation responsibility.  ““ItIt’’s a local problems a local problem””

�� State waters = state responsibility.  State waters = state responsibility.  ““ItIt’’s a federal and local problems a federal and local problem””

�� Local waters = local responsibility/ordinances.  Local waters = local responsibility/ordinances.  ““ItIt’’s a state and federal s a state and federal 
problemproblem””



Issue Resolution ConfusionIssue Resolution Confusion

�� All agencies representatives agree that light shielding All agencies representatives agree that light shielding 

and proper placement would enhance boating safety at and proper placement would enhance boating safety at 

night.night.

�� Public demand for light pollution reduction for boating Public demand for light pollution reduction for boating 

safety is not being addressed by boating safety safety is not being addressed by boating safety 

agencies.agencies.



Issue Issue 

ResolutionResolution

�� Practical ApproachPractical Approach

�� Identify shoreline lights that trespass unto waterways that  Identify shoreline lights that trespass unto waterways that  
interfere with visual access to the universal navigation interfere with visual access to the universal navigation 
markers.markers.

�� Retrofit/shield all shoreline lights to remove all nonRetrofit/shield all shoreline lights to remove all non--target target 
lighting away from the waterway.lighting away from the waterway.

�� Discontinue all unnecessary shoreline lighting or use only Discontinue all unnecessary shoreline lighting or use only 
when needed (e.g, scheduled ship pulling into docking area).  when needed (e.g, scheduled ship pulling into docking area).  
Sell energy cost savings.Sell energy cost savings.

�� Require all government permitted waterway facilities and piers Require all government permitted waterway facilities and piers 
to require FCO shielded lighting as a navigation/boater safety to require FCO shielded lighting as a navigation/boater safety 
aid and environmental enhancement.aid and environmental enhancement.



Issue Issue 

ResolutionResolution

�� Options to considerOptions to consider

�� Legislative approach:  Introduce joint federal and state legislaLegislative approach:  Introduce joint federal and state legislation tion 
to study public waterways light pollution and make to study public waterways light pollution and make 
recommendations to mitigate unsafe lighting practices that recommendations to mitigate unsafe lighting practices that 
interfere with navigation.  interfere with navigation.  

�� Local approach:  Public and private outreach to local Local approach:  Public and private outreach to local 
governments to adapt waterway lighting ordinances for both governments to adapt waterway lighting ordinances for both 
public and private properties to enhance boating safety.  Dillonpublic and private properties to enhance boating safety.  Dillon
Rule is major obstacle to this option.Rule is major obstacle to this option.

�� Form joint agency, boating safety organization and private Form joint agency, boating safety organization and private 
citizen task force to study the problem and make citizen task force to study the problem and make 
recommendations for resolution.  Get the US Coast Guard recommendations for resolution.  Get the US Coast Guard 
involved.involved.



Good vs Bad Pier Lighting

Good Bad

Note lights under 
the handrails

Note FCO light 
and target area



Good vs Bad Dock Lighting

Good Bad



Common Complaint of Waterfront Property Owners and Boaters

Neighbors Glare Bombs On Piers Are Ruining Everyone’s 
Waterfront View



Common Boater Complaint

Too Much Public Waterway Light Pollution



Citizens for Citizens for ReponsibleReponsible Lighting (CRL) Lighting (CRL) 

National Data CallNational Data Call--InIn

�� Nationwide citizens are advised to send in their pictures of pubNationwide citizens are advised to send in their pictures of public waterways lic waterways 

light pollution to CRL at light pollution to CRL at ActionCRL@aol.comActionCRL@aol.com

�� CRL is compiling night photos of situations where light pollutioCRL is compiling night photos of situations where light pollution in the form of n in the form of 

unshielded lights, clutter, and other shoreline lighting arrangeunshielded lights, clutter, and other shoreline lighting arrangements trespass onto ments trespass onto 
public waterways, obscure public waterway navigation aids or trepublic waterways, obscure public waterway navigation aids or trespass into spass into 

waterways wildlife habitat.waterways wildlife habitat.

�� Citizens are advised to identify public water body where photos Citizens are advised to identify public water body where photos are taken.are taken.

�� CRL will use these photos to compile nationwide examples of publCRL will use these photos to compile nationwide examples of public waterways light ic waterways light 
pollution hazards.pollution hazards.

�� CRL will allow the use of these images to used by the public to CRL will allow the use of these images to used by the public to foster boating safety foster boating safety 
dialogue with legislators, government officials and boating safedialogue with legislators, government officials and boating safety advocates.ty advocates.

�� Digital camera images in jpg format in small files are desirableDigital camera images in jpg format in small files are desirable..



It’s Getting Dark

Can You See the Channel Markers?

Johnny Johnny NolesNoles ((mysids@aol.commysids@aol.com))
Citizens for Responsible Lighting (CRL)Citizens for Responsible Lighting (CRL)
www.crlaction.orgwww.crlaction.org


